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Are you a lover of the voxel game? In addition to Minecraft Here's a different exciting voxel
game that features PVP elements-Bed Wars. This game is developed by Blockman GO
Studio and features the PVP system that allows you to join forces with other players to
defend your bed from threats. The most popular multiplayer game based on Minecraft will let
you fight some of the best PVP players. This title is one of the most popular multiplayer
games. Explore the awesome features of this game. 
 
 
Bed Wars 
 
 
Unique Gameplay Mechanics 
 
 
Bed Wars offers players a unique multiplayer experience that is not offered in other voxel
games. Contrary to Minecraft where you can design any thing you like for other players to
explore, this game focuses on battles between teams. It is all about protecting and degrading
beds as the name implies. Your goal is to keep the bed from being destroyed or taken over
by other teams. You can also take over other teams' beds and also kill its inhabitants by
constructing a bridge to the island of your adversaries. The team that wins the match is
victorious in this game. So if you're a fan of thrilling games that provide tons of unique
challenges, and tests your strategy skills, expect an exciting experience playing this game. 
 
 
Exciting Game Modes to Choose from 
 
 
Another great feature of this game is the ability to select between three game modes. You
can choose from three game modes in Bed Wars: Solo, Doubles, or 4v4v4v4. With these
varying options, you have the choice of which way to play the game. 
 
 
You can pick the 4v4v4v4v4v4v4 game mode if prefer to play the game in teams. The four
teams are set on four islands. Furthermore, each island has its bed and base. If Minecraft-
server-list wish to take on one opponent you can select the Doubles mode. If you prefer to
fight AIs in game you can select the Solo mode. Due to the accessibility of these PVP game
modes, you have the option of choosing a mode that would suit your preferences. 
 
 
Customization Options 
 
 
This epic game also comes with tons of customization items that aren't just for aesthetics but
also to increase your character's abilities. Bed Wars is a multiplayer game that lets you alter
your character's appearance both inside and outside the arena. This lets you power-up your
characters prior to entering an arena or within it. The best part about the game is that it
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matches each player with the right balance for a balanced gameplay. 
 
 
Excellent Audio-Visual Effects 
 
 
This game, like other Minecraft-inspired games, features high-definition graphics and smooth
animation. With its amazing engine, players can enjoy even the tiniest detail in the game. So,
expect a lot of visual effects and numerous highly detailed block structures when you play
this PVP game on PC today. 
 
 
This game features stunningly-rendered background music, sound effects and music to
create the perfect atmosphere for multiplayer play. These amazing audio effects make every
battle more realistic and immersive when in comparison to other games. With that,
experience edge-of-your-seat-action along with perfectly timed sound effects that make each
battle as exciting and competitive as any triple-A titles out there. 
 
 
In-Game Options 
 
 
Another amazing aspect of this voxel is the ability to set the game at 30, 45, or 60 FPS based
on the device. In-game options allow players to alter the game's brightness, sensitivity and
view. With these options in the game you can enjoy more intense and competitive play that
you and your friends will take pleasure in. There are a lot of great features to explore in this
game. Despite its Minecraft inspired graphics, its gameplay offers an entirely different
experience for players. Get your Bed Wars free download here to begin playing the game on
a larger screen. 


